Dear Majority Leader Schumer, Minority Leader McConnell, Speaker McCarthy, and Minority Leader Jeffries,

The undersigned 136 organizations committed to good government principles across political affiliations are united by our desire for accountability for taxpayer-funded government activities. We support credible free speech rights for whistleblowers who expose fraud, waste of funds or abuse of authority in federal spending. Whistleblowers serve as the public’s eyes and ears. However, the erosion of whistleblower rights amid the surge in government spending is deeply concerning, and we call on Congress to take urgent action.

Congress has approved over four trillion dollars in new federal spending since 2020, which marks an unprecedented surge in taxpayer funds to government contractors. Remarkably, the number of contractor employees paid through federal funds often surpasses the total number of civil service workers by two to three times. In fiscal year 2021 alone, contractor spending reached $637 billion out of $1.6 trillion in discretionary spending.

In 2009, as part of an $800 billion stimulus package, Congress passed robust whistleblower protections to prevent fraud in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), which Inspectors General credited with minimizing fraud and corruption in ARRA spending. This time, however, Congress approved over four trillion dollars of new spending without updating the pioneer whistleblower rights that have eroded to the point of being false advertising.

Earlier this year, Senators Peters and Braun introduced a strong, bi-partisan law that would restore and strengthen whistleblower protections for government contractors (S.1524 - Expanding Whistleblower Protections for Contractors Act of 2023). Unfortunately, since July a group of large contractors who have been prosecuted in the past for fraud, have waged a relentless campaign against legal rights for whistleblowers, effectively stripping away essential taxpayer safeguards against fraud by getting Senators who previously supported the bill to back out.
The vital shortcomings in the current government contractor whistleblower law that need repair include:

1) **International Misconduct:** The law fails to protect whistleblowers from retaliation for reporting misconduct occurring internationally.

2) **Refusal to Violate the Law:** Unlike civil service employees, government contractor workers lack protection against retaliation for refusing to violate the law.

3) **Limited Jury Trials:** The law no longer guarantees jury trials for due process enforcement of anti-retaliation rights in certain states.

4) **Blocklisting:** Whistleblowers remain unprotected against blocklisting (privately exchanging a list naming people to be barred from employment, or otherwise acting to block someone’s employment opportunities).

5) **Unprotected Reprisals:** The law does not shield whistleblowers from the increasingly frequent tactics of unconventional reprisals such as retaliatory civil SLAPP suits or criminal prosecutions, which have a severe chilling effect.

6) **Protection for Honest Contractors:** The law does not protect honest contractors that report government bullying or competitor misconduct.

7) **Government Accountability for Retaliation:** The law does not provide for government disciplinary accountability for those who retaliate against whistleblowers.

8) **Exclusion of Intelligence Community Contractors:** The law excludes intelligence community contractors from protection.

Congress must not permit the deterioration of protection for those defending the public interest by blowing the whistle on fraud, waste and abuse of government funds. We implore members from both parties to translate their commitment to protecting taxpayers’ interests into tangible action by bolstering whistleblower rights. By addressing these existing loopholes, Congress can provide whistleblowers with effective safeguards and ensure that those who protect the public can also defend themselves.

We stand together to reinforce accountability and uphold the values of transparency and integrity within government spending by strengthening whistleblower rights.

Sincerely,
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